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Boundless Electrical Resistivity Tomography

▶ ERT on arbitrary geometries (2D/3D,
open/closed, flat/topography, trees, lysimeters)

▶ free and platform-independent
▶ use of efficient numerical libraries
▶ controlled by config file and command line
▶ scripting and batch mode, web inversion service

Advances of BERT 2

▶ based on the general-purpose library GIMLi
▶ different electrodes types: nodes, faces & free
▶ unstructured/structured or mixed meshes
▶ data filtering using min/max keywords
▶ improved speed and accuracy
▶ more flexible treatment of different model parts

The GIMLi region technique

▶ subdivision of model into different regions
▶ types: constrained, single, fixed, background
▶ individual settings: regularisation

type/strength/direction, transformation,
upper/lower resistivity bound, starting value

▶ coupling or decoupling of regions

Regions - types, ranges and coupling

Resistivity survey across Feldungel lake

▶ Wenner �+� using 46 electrodes in&outside
▶ known lake bottom topography

Model PLC building:
▶ 2D topography model using electrodes (o)
▶ local refinement at electrodes & box around
▶ connection of shore points and region marker
⇒ lake as independent region to be controlled

PLC - Input for mesh generator
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Lake single-parameter region of unknown resistivity
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▶ too low (equivalent) resistivity

Normal region (20 Ωm< � <30 Ωm)
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▶ resistivity structures in water realistic?

Lake as fixed region with known �=22.5 Ωm
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▶ more realistic conductive mud

Coupling of fixed water and lake-bottom
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▶ seamless transition from water into bottom

Geological block inversion

Large-scale dipole-dipole experiment in Eger rift

▶ done by University of Leipzig
▶ 500 m–1 km transmitter dipoles (red)
▶ 200–600 m receiver dipoles (yellow)
▶ only about 20 reliable data available
▶ a-priori definition of geology blocks

Result using predefined blocks

Geology of Cheb region and layout

Improved time-lapse behaviour

Study of near surface infiltration processes in slopes
Long-time experiment conducted by R. Hübner, TU Dresden (see GE 06)
Difference/ratio after heavy rainfall event for saturation change

BERT 1 inversion result

▶ vadoze zone, groundwater and bedrock

Ratio after BERT 1 timelapse inversion
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▶ timelapse artifacts

Definition of geological regions
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▶ after cluster analysis of result
▶ only changes in orange region allowed

Ratio after BERT 2 timelapse inversion
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▶ only shallow infiltration

Accounting for borehole fluid conductivity

Crosshole experiment for river restoration

J. Doetsch (ETH Zurich)
▶ crosshole ERT data

using 4 boreholes
▶ conducting fluid in holes
▶ treated independently

Section of the mesh

Without borehole treatment Independent borehole regions

Incorporating a-priori information

Bedrock-sediment classification (T. Schicht, K-UTec Sondershausen)

▶ Wenner-Schlumberger surface data
▶ additional resistivity probe reveals

layering
▶ Problem: thin conducting layer is too

deep & thick
▶ Solution: incorporation as a-priori

information (structure+material)

▶ about layering (structural)
▶ about detected resistivity range
▶ definition of 4 blocks (clay, sand, till &

bedrock)
▶ clay, till & bedrock as single layers
▶ inter-region coupling to subsurface
▶ structural constraints close to borehole

Standard inversion result
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Result with a-priori data
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Conclusions
▶ increased flexibility due to region

approach
▶ incorporation of both structural and

material a-priori knowledge is able to
improve results heavily

▶ problem-dependent temporal behaviour
▶ release available soon on resistivity.net
▶ techniques ready for any method
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